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Abstract
In any power system, the demonstrating and recreation of three and 
seven-level Dual Voltage Source Converter based element voltage 
restorer (DVR) went for revising the supply voltage list/swell and 
intrusion in low voltage conveyance systems. The proposed outline 
models of DVSC based DVR are relied upon to be most capable 
answers for minimize supply voltage unsettling influences of the 
delicate burdens. A DVR is a VSC based force gadgets gadget 
joined in arrangement between the supply and the basic burdens, 
which are to be shielded from the supply side voltage quality 
issues, other than blackouts, by infusing the required repaying 
voltage through DVR into the circulation line. The proposed 
models of DVR together with the controllers are recreated by 
utilizing MAT LAB Simulink and the outcomes are exhibited to 
survey the execution of every gadget. The issue of voltage lists 
and its serious effect on touchy burdens is surely understood. 
To take care of this issue, The DVR is a present day and vital 
custom force gadget for pay voltage lists in force appropriation 
frameworks. The Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is quick, 
adaptable and productive answer for voltage droop issue. The DVR 
is an arrangement compensator used to moderate voltage hangs 
and to restore load voltage to its appraised esteem. In this paper, 
an outline of the DVR, its capacities, arrangements, parts, working 
modes, voltage infusion routines and shut - circle control of the 
DVR yield voltage are surveyed alongside the gadget abilities 
and confinements. The concept is applied to induction motor to 
know the working practically.
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I. Introduction 
Power quality is the conveyance of adequately high review 
electrical administrations to the client. A force quality issue is an 
event showed as a non-standard voltage, current or recurrence 
that outcomes in disappointment or miss-operation of end client 
equipment’s. Power circulation frameworks, in a perfect world 
ought to furnish client with a continuous stream of vitality at 
smooth sinusoidal voltage at the Contracted greatness level and 
recurrence, yet practically speaking dissemination frameworks, 
have nonlinear burdens, which influence the immaculateness of 
waveform of supply. A few occasions both regular (e.g. Capacitor 
exchanging, engine beginning) and uncommon (e.g. Issues) could 
likewise deliver force quality issues. Flaws at conveyance level 
reasons voltage hang or swell, which can make touchy hardware 
fizzle and also make a substantial current unbalance that could blow 
wires or trek breakers. Under overwhelming burden conditions, a 
noteworthy voltage drop may happen in the framework. A plunge 
is generally taken as an occasion enduring under one moment when 
voltage declines to somewhere around 0.1 and 0.9 p.u. (plunge 
more noteworthy than 0.1 p.u. is normally regarded as an intrusion) 
or Voltage list can happen at any moment of time, with amplitudes 
going from 10-90 % and a span going on for half cycle to one 
moment These impacts can be exceptionally costly for the client, 

from minor quality variety to generation downtime and gear harm. 
Voltage swell is characterized as an increment in rms voltage or 
current at the force recurrence for lengths of time from 0.5 cycles 
to 1 min. On the off chance that the supply voltage or burden 
current abatements to under 0.1 p.u for a timeframe not over one 
moment is known as intrusion. It can be brought about either by 
framework deficiencies, gear disappointments or control glitches. 
Voltage support at a heap can be accomplished by responsive force 
infusion at the heap purpose of normal coupling. The technique 
for this is to introduce mechanically exchanged shunt capacitors 
in the essential terminal of the conveyance transformer. The 
mechanical exchanging will be on a timetable, through the signs 
from a supervisory control and information obtaining framework, 
with some timing calendar, or without exchanging by any means. 
The detriment in this technique is that, rapid homeless people can’t 
be adjusted. Some hang is not cleared inside of the constrained time 
allotment of mechanical exchanging gadgets. Transformer tapings 
may be utilized, yet tap changing under burden is exorbitant. At 
first for the change of force quality or unwavering quality of the 
framework FACTS gadgets like static synchronous compensator, 
static synchronous arrangement compensator, interline force 
stream controller, and bound together power stream controller 
and so forth are presented. These sorts of FACTS gadgets are 
intended for the transmission framework. Be that as it may, now 
a day as more consideration is on the dispersion framework for 
the change of force quality, these FACTS gadgets are altered and 
known as custom force gadgets. The best sort of CPD gadgets is 
thought to be progressive voltage restorer (DVR). Power quality 
in the circulation framework can be enhanced by utilizing DVR, as 
guarantees pre-indicated quality and dependability of supply. This 
prespecified nature of DVR may contain a mix of determination of 
taking after: low consonant twisting in burden voltage, low stage 
unbalance, no force intrusions, acknowledgment of changes, and 
poor force variable burdens without having huge impact on the 
terminal voltage, low glint at the heap voltage, size furthermore 
span of overvoltage and under voltage inside indicated limits. 

II. Problem Formulation 
Power quality in electric systems is one of today’s most 
concerned zones of electric power system. The force quality 
has genuine financial ramifications for purchasers, utilities and 
electrical gear makers. Modernization and mechanization of 
industry includes expanding utilization of PCs, chip and power 
electronic frameworks, for example, customizable rate drives. 
Coordination of nonconventional era advances, for example, 
energy components, wind turbines and photograph voltaic with 
utility lattices frequently requires power electronic interfaces. The 
force electronic frameworks additionally add to power quality 
issues (creating music). Under the deregulated environment, in 
which electric utilities are relied upon to contend with one another, 
the consumer loyalty turns out to be imperative. The effect of force 
quality issues is progressively felt by clients – modern. Business 
and even private.
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III. Dynamic Voltage Restorer 
Among the power quality problems like sag, swell, harmonic etc, 
voltage sag is the most severe disturbances in the distribution 
system. To overcome these problems the concept of custom power 
devices is introduced lately. One of those devices is the Dynamic 
Voltage Restorer (DVR), which is the most efficient and effective 
modern custom power device used in power distribution networks. 
DVR is a recently proposed series connected solid state device 
that injects voltage into the system in order to regulate the load 
side voltage. Other than voltage sags and swells compensation, 
DVR can also added other features like line voltage harmonics 
compensation, reduction of transients in voltage and fault current 
limitations.

A. Principle of DVR Operation  
A DVR is a solid state power electronics switching device 
consisting of either GTO or IGBT, a capacitor bank as an energy 
storage device and injection transformers. It is linked in series 
between a distribution system and a load that shown in Figure 
6.2. The basic idea of the DVR is to inject a controlled voltage 
generated by a forced commuted converter in a series to the 
bus voltage by means of an injecting transformer. A DC to AC 
inverter regulates this voltage by sinusoidal PWM technique. 
All through normal operating condition, the DVR injects only a 
small voltage to compensate for the voltage drop of the injection 
transformer and device losses. However, when voltage sag occurs 
in the distribution system, the DVR control system calculates and 
synthesizes the voltage required to preserve output voltage to the 
load by injecting a controlled voltage with a certain magnitude and 
phase angle into the distribution system to the critical load.

Fig. 1: Principle of DVR System

Fig. 2: Schematic Diagram of DVR 

IV. Solutions to Voltage Quality Problems 
There are two approaches to tackle power-quality problems. (a) 
Actions taken from the customer side or (b) Actions taken from the 

utility side. The first approach is called “load conditioning”, which 
ensures that the equipment is less sensitive to power disturbances, 
allowing the operation even under significant voltage distortion. 
The second approach consists of line - conditioning systems 
that suppress or counteracts the power system disturbances. 
Currently, line -conditioning systems are based on pulse width 
modulation (PWM) converters connected to low-voltage and 
medium-voltage distribution system in shunt mode or in series. 
However, with the restructuring of the power sector and with 
shifting trend towards distributed and dispersed generation, the 
line-conditioning systems or utility side solutions will play a major 
role in improving the inherent supply quality [18-19].Though there 
are many different methods to mitigate voltage sags and swells, 
the use of a custom Power device is considered to be the most 
efficient method. The term custom power refers to the use of power 
electronics controllers in a distribution system, especially, to deal 
with various power-quality problems [2].There are many types 
of Custom Power devices. Some of these devices include: Active 
Power Filters (APF), Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS), 
Distribution Static synchronous Compensators (DSTATCOM), 
Distribution Series Capacitors (DSC), Dynamic Voltage Restorer 
(DVR), Surge Arresters (SA), Super-conducting Magnetic Energy 
Systems (SMES), Static Electronic Tap Changers (SETC), Solid 
- State Transfer Switches (SSTS), Solid State Fault Current 
Limiter (SSFCL), Static Vary Compensator (SVC), Thyristor 
Switched Capacitors (TSC), and Uninterruptible Power Supplies 
(UPS) [7]. In this paper, an overview of the DVR, its functions, 
configurations, components, operating modes, voltage injection 
methods and closed -loop control of the DVR output voltage are 
reviewed along with the device capabilities and limitations.

V. Modeling of DVR 
The DVR is designed to inject a dynamically controlled voltage 
i.e. VDVR, which is generated by a forced commutated converter. 
This voltage is injected in series to the bus voltage by means 
of an injection transformer. The momentary amplitudes of the 
three injected phase voltages are controlled such as to remove any 
harmful effects of a bus fault to the load voltage VL. This means 
that any differential voltages caused by transient disturbances 
in the ac feeder will be compensated by a equivalent voltage 
generated by the converter and injected on the medium voltage 
level through the injection transformer. The DVR has three modes 
of operation which are: protection mode, standby mode, injection/
boost mode. In protection mode, if the current on the load side 
exceeds a tolerable limit due to any fault or short circuit on the load, 
DVR will isolate from the system. In standby mode the voltage 
winding of the injection transformer is short circuited through 
converter. In the Injection/Boost mode the DVR is injecting a 
compensating voltage through the injection transformer due to 
the detection of a disturbances [1].

 

Fig. 3: Proposed Scheme
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VI. Proposed Scheme Advantages 
The dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) has become popular as 1. 
a cost effective solution for the protection of sensitive loads 
from voltage sags and swells. 
It provides technically advanced and economic solution 2. 
to compensate voltage sag and reactive power in both 
transmission and distribution system. 
Dual voltage converter across voltage stress low. (Least 3. 
cost) 
Super capacitor bank (multiple capacitor) to inject requirement 4. 
reactive power.

VII. Voltage Injection Methods of DVR and Induction 
Motor
The way in which the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is 
used during the voltage injection mode depends upon several 
limiting factors such as: DVR power rating, load conditions, and 
voltage-sag type. For example, some loads are sensitive to phase-
angel jumps, some others are sensitive to a change in voltage 
magnitude and some others are tolerant to all these disturbances. 
Therefore the control strategies to be applied depend upon the 
load characteristics. There are four different methods of DVR 
voltage injection

Pre-sag/dip compensation method. 1. 
In-phase compensation method. 2. 
In-phase advanced compensation method. 3. 
Voltage tolerance method with minimum energy injection. 4. 

1. Pre-Sag/Dip Compensation Method (PDC) 
The pre-sag method tracks the supply voltage continuously and if 
it detects any disturbance in that voltage it will inject the difference 
voltage between the sag or voltage at the PCC and the ideal pre-
fault condition. In this way, the load voltage can be restored back 
to the pre-fault conditions. Compensation of voltage sags in both 
phase-angle and an amplitude sensitive load has to be achieved by 
pre-sag compensation method. In this method, the active power 
injected by the DVR cannot be controlled and it is determined 
by external conditions such as the type of faults and the load 
conditions. Fig. 4 shows the single-phase vector diagram of this 
compensation method.

Where VL*                    Pre-sag voltage   
Fig. 4: Single-phase Vector Diagram of the PDC Method 

2. In-Phase Compensation Method (IPC) 
This is the most straight-forward method. In this method the 
injected voltage is in phase with the PCC voltage regardless of 
the load current and pre-fault voltage. The phase angles of the 
pre-sag and load voltage are different but the attention is placed on 
maintaining a constant voltage magnitude on the load. One of the 
advantages of this method is that the amplitude of DVR injection 

voltage is minimum for a certain voltage sag in comparison with 
other strategies. Practical application of this method is in loads 
which are not sensitive to phase-angle jumps. Figure 5 shows the 
single-phase vector diagram of this method.

Where VL*  Pre-sag voltage, IL* Pre-sag load current, θ1 = θS 
Fig. 5 Single-phase vector diagram of the IPC method 

3. In-Phase Advanced Compensation Method (IPAC) 
In this method the real power spent by DVR is minimized by 
decreasing the power angle between the sag voltage and the load 
current. In the two previous cases, namely pre-sag and in-phase 
compensation, active power is injected into the system by the 
DVR during disturbances. Moreover, the active power supplied 
is limited to the stored energy in the DC link and this part is 
one of the most expensive parts of the DVR. The minimization 
of injected energy is achieved by making the injection voltage 
phasor perpendicular to the load current phasor. In this method 
the values of load current and voltage are fixed in the system so 
one can change only the phase of the sag voltage. In short, IPAC 
method uses only reactive power and unfortunately, not all the 
sags can be mitigated without real power, as a consequence, this 
method is only suitable for a limited sag range. 

4. Voltage Tolerance Method with Minimum Energy 
Injection 
Generally voltage magnitudes between 90%-110% of the nominal 
voltage and phase angle variations between 5%10% of the normal 
state will not disturb the operation characteristics of loads. This 
compensation method will maintain the load voltage within the 
tolerance area with small change of voltage magnitude as shown 
in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6: Voltage Tolerance Method With Minimum Energy 
Injection 
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Induction Motor
The AC induction motor is well suited to applications requiring 
constant speed operation. In general, the induction motor is 
cheaper and easier to maintain compared to other alternatives. The 
induction motor is made up of the stator, or stationary windings, 
and the rotor. The stator consists of a series of wire windings of 
very low resistance permanently attached
to the motor frame. As a voltage and a current is applied to the stator 
winding terminals, a magnetic field is developed in the windings. 
By the way the stator windings are arranged, the magnetic field 
appears to synchronously rotate electrically around the inside of 
the motor housing. The rotor is comprised of a number of thin 
bars, usually aluminum, mounted in a laminated cylinder. The bars 
are arranged horizontally and almost parallel to the rotor shaft. 
At the ends of the rotor, the bars are connected together with a 
“shorting ring.”The rotor and stator are separated by an air gap 
which allows free rotation of the rotor.

VIII. Results 
The results obtained without applying Induction motor

Fig. 7: Voltage Sag

Fig. 8: Reactive and Real Powers

Fig. 9: Voltage Swell

The results obtained after applying to induction motor are:

Fig. 10: Voltage Sag

Fig. 11: Reactive and Real Power

Fig. 12: Voltage Swell
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IX. Conclusion
A comprehensive study of a DVR as a powerful custom power 
device has been shown with aid of mat lab/Simulink. The main 
advantages of DVR are low cost, simpler implementation, require 
less computational efforts and its control is simple as compared to 
other methods. The simulation shows that the DVR performance is 
efficient in mitigation of voltage sags and swells. The DVR handles 
both balanced and unbalanced situations without any difficulties. 
It injects an appropriate voltage component to correct any anomaly 
rapidly in the supply voltage; in addition, it keeps the load voltage 
balanced and constant at the nominal value, such PQ disturbances 
in the distribution system is also compensated effectively by the 
proposed control strategy. When applied to induction motor the 
voltage swell and voltage sag are been controlled which is proved 
practically in matlab.
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